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Abstract
Background: Daily cycles of sleep/wake, hormones, and physiological processes are often misaligned with behavioral
patterns during shift work, leading to an increased risk of developing cardiovascular/metabolic/gastrointestinal disorders,
some types of cancer, and mental disorders including depression and anxiety. It is unclear how sleep timing, chronotype,
and circadian clock gene variation contribute to adaptation to shift work.
Methods: Newly defined sleep strategies, chronotype, and genotype for polymorphisms in circadian clock genes were
assessed in 388 hospital day- and night-shift nurses.
Results: Night-shift nurses who used sleep deprivation as a means to switch to and from diurnal sleep on work days (,25%)
were the most poorly adapted to their work schedule. Chronotype also influenced efficacy of adaptation. In addition,
polymorphisms in CLOCK, NPAS2, PER2, and PER3 were significantly associated with outcomes such as alcohol/caffeine
consumption and sleepiness, as well as sleep phase, inertia and duration in both single- and multi-locus models. Many of
these results were specific to shift type suggesting an interaction between genotype and environment (in this case, shift
work).
Conclusions: Sleep strategy, chronotype, and genotype contribute to the adaptation of the circadian system to an
environment that switches frequently and/or irregularly between different schedules of the light-dark cycle and social/
workplace time. This study of shift work nurses illustrates how an environmental ‘‘stress’’ to the temporal organization of
physiology and metabolism can have behavioral and health-related consequences. Because nurses are a key component of
health care, these findings could have important implications for health-care policy.
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Introduction
Sleep/wakepatterns, hormone levels,and physiological processes
such as core body temperature and heart rate are controlled by a
daily biological clock. When behavior and sleep/wake patterns are
out of sync with the endogenous clock and/or the environment,
such as during shift work, circadian misalignment can result.
Misalignment that is a consequence of shift work is associated with
an increased risk of developing cardiovascular/metabolic/gastroin-
testinal disorders, some types of cancer, and mental disorders
[1,2,3,4]. In one study, approximately 14% of night shift workers
had symptoms that met the criteria for ‘‘shift work sleep disorder’’,
and nearly a third of the shift work sleep disorder workers were
depressed. In women, shift workers have a higher incidence of
obesity and high blood pressure [5], endometriosis [6] as well as
breast cancer [7]. Male rotating shift workers of variousoccupations
as well as male and female shift work nurses are more likely to
develop metabolic syndrome (MS) over a 4/5-year period than day-
shift controls [8,9]. Together, these results suggest that identifying
factorsthat contributetopoor sleep timingand sleep qualityofnight
shift workers could be important for ameliorating their health and
adaptation to the night shift.
One hypothesis is that there is a discrepancy between environ-
mentally- imposed rest-activity cycles and the endogenous circadian
clock in shift workers [10]. Thus, shift workers that have a large
discrepancy between their social schedule and their biological time
may be awake and working at a time when circadian regulation of
core body temperature, mood and performance are at a nadir,
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 1 April 2011 | Volume 6 | Issue 4 | e18395thereby contributing to maladaptation and unhealthiness. In rodents,
transient internal desynchronization induced by a 6-h delay of the
light-dark cycle (1) alters sleep architecture [11] and (2) requires up to
six days for clock gene expression rhythms to completely adjust, with
different peripheral tissues taking varying amounts of time to shift
[12]. The significance of internal desynchronization is underscored
by multiple investigations that repeated, weekly 6-h advances in the
light-dark cycle in rodents can result in greatly increased mortality in
aged or immune-challenged animals [13,14]. In humans, internal
desynchronization can be induced by a forced 28-h sleep-wake cycle
(8-h sleep, 20-h awake) which is outside the range of entrainment for
the human circadian clock [3]. After four cycles, this protocol results
in circadian misalignment, in which the behavioral sleep-wake cycle is
12-houtofphasewiththecircadiancycle,leptinrhythmsareblunted,
postprandial glucose and insulin are increased, and cortisol rhythms
are 180u out of phase with the behavioral rhythm. Nearly half of the
participants undergoing the 28-h cycle exhibited a pre-diabetic state
during circadian misalignment. Given that many night-shift workers
prefer to sleep at night on their days off (as we found in this study of
nurses), internal desynchronization induced by frequent shifts in
sleep/wake behavior may contribute to health hazards of shift work.
The timing of the circadian clock is maintained by a set of genes
and proteins that form a feedback loop (‘‘clock’’ genes) as well as
rhythmically regulate many output genes (clock -controlled genes).
A recent study estimated that nearly 10,000 mammalian genes are
rhythmically regulated by clock genes [15]. In addition, polymor-
phisms of several circadian clock genes have been associated with
psychiatric disorders, such as mood disorders and autism
[16,17,18,19,20] as well as metabolic disorders such as metabolic
syndrome [21]. Furthermore, circadian clock alleles significantly
predict sleep parameters and sleep timing (for review, see [22]). For
example, polymorphisms in PER1 and PER3 are associated with
advanced sleep phase [23,24], and a rare missense mutation in
PER2 is linked to familial advanced sleep phase syndrome (FASPS)
[25]. Finally, a SNP in the CLOCK gene predicts delayed sleep
timing and reduced sleep duration [26].
Given these links between circadian rhythms and health, we
hypothesized that disruptions to the biological clock by shift work
have penalties that might be influenced by clock gene polymor-
phisms. We chose nurses as our subject sample for shift work
because (i) their alertness and performance is crucial for health and
safety of patients, (ii) they often undergo highly irregular schedules
due to attempts to follow a normal day schedule on their days-off
for family/social reasons (our nurses’ night shift schedule creates a
clock stress that is analogous to the jet lag of flying back and forth
between Tokyo and San Francisco every few days), and (iii) the
adaptation of nurses to night shift work has not been previously
reported. We first sought to examine the role of chronotype in the
nurses’ ability to adapt to night shift work. Second, we compared
the effectiveness of sleep strategies commonly used by nurses on
both work days and days off. Finally, in an effort to explore gene/
environment interactions, we investigated common polymor-
phisms of circadian or circadian-related genes using both single
locus and multi-locus analyses in association with sleep/circadian
phenotypes during different shift-work environments. Our results
supported our hypothesis of substantial consequences of these
highly fragmented schedules to nurses on the night shift.
Materials and Methods
Subjects
Participants in the study were nurses who were employees of
Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC) and predomi-
nantly European American Caucasian (98%). They were a
convenience sample recruited through the Vanderbilt University
School of Nursing (n=388). Ages ranged from 22 to 76 with a
mean, mode, and median of 36.5 (610.9 SD), 24, and 36,
respectively. Most of the nurses were women (n=331 for females,
n=52 for males, and n=5 were not indicated). The study was
approved by the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board
(IRB). After obtaining informed consent, participants completed a
self-report survey on sleep/wake patterns and had blood drawn for
the genetic analyses.
Phenotyping
The self-report survey was a modified version of the Munich
ChronoType Questionnaire (MCTQ; [27]; Figure S1 in Methods
S1), in which subjects indicated their current and past shift
schedules. The majority worked either 12-h day-shifts (n=102) or
12-h night-shifts (n=207; see Table S1 for all shift types). The
survey also included a typical schedule for the nurses to indicate
30-min time blocks in which they would normally be sleeping,
including any naps. Vanderbilt Hospital night-shift nurses typically
work a schedule that includes 3 d on 12-h shifts (7 pm to 7 am)
followed by two to five days-off, then on for 3 d, etc. Outcome
variables from the survey responses were generated using SPSS
13.0 and are defined as follows.
Adaptation. Determined from the survey question that asked:
‘‘how well do you feel you adapt to your current work hours?’’ (see
level examples in Figure S1, question #4). Subjects were also
asked to respond to additional questions if he/she had previous
experience as a hospital shift worker. These questions determined
the previous shift schedule, the length of experience with these
hours, and adaptation to the previous work schedule. In general,
‘‘adaptation’’ refers to the level indicated in response to question
#4 for the current work schedule and/or the previous work
schedule. Level ‘‘1’’ referred to feeling tired all of the time, not
enjoying days off, and sleep cycles never seem to get regulated.
Level ‘‘10’’ referred to having no trouble getting energy back on
first days off and sleeping just as well when working as when not
working. When adaptation was included in an analysis to
determine any association with current behavior (for example,
caffeine and alcohol use), only adaptation to the current schedule
was used.
Caffeine and Alcohol consumption. Determined from open-ended
questions asking participants to report the number of caffeinated
or alcohol-containing drinks consumed daily (for caffeine) or
weekly (for alcohol). Min out of bed. Subjects also reported number
of minutes needed to get out of bed after waking up on days-off.
Chronotype. Self-reported on a scale from 0 to 6 (as in the MCTQ).
Typical schedule variables. Based on the typical schedule, midsleep
time and sleep duration for work days was determined from Day F
for night-shifters and from the transition to Day F from Day E for
day-shifters (see Figure S1). Midsleep time and sleep duration for
free days was determined from Day B for both shift types. Total
Sleep Duration for the entire work schedule was also quantified.
Additionally, midsleep was adjusted for ‘‘sleep debt’’ (Mid-Sleep
Free, Sleep-debt Corrected; MSFSC). Sleep debt is defined as
midsleep on Free Day B minus sleep debt (0.5*(sleep duration Day
B – Total Sleep Duration)/8), as modified from [28]. In order to
compare self-reported chronotype with midsleep times, ‘‘off-shift
sleep phase (corrected for sleep debt)’’ was generated from the
MSFSC variable (as in [27]), where data were grouped into seven
1-h bins, such that the lowest bin referred to midsleep times that
were earlier than 2:00AM, and the highest bin referred to times
that were later than 7:00AM. A sleep ‘‘session’’ was defined as any
sleep period lasting one hour or more. For night-shift schedules,
sleep strategies were defined as described in the main text.
Factors That Contribute to Shift-Work Adaptation
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Whole blood samples (5 ml) were collected at VUMC, and
DNA was isolated from lymphocytes by the Vanderbilt DNA core
facility and used for genotyping by one of three different methods:
Sequenom genotyping (Sequenom Inc. San Diego Ca), single-
stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analyses [29,30]],
and a third method applied to the variable nucleotide tandem
repeat in PER3 (AB047536), namely to separate the PCR
products by electrophoresis in a 2% agarose gel and visualize
the difference between the 5-repeat allele (414 bp) and the 4-
repeat allele (360 bp) by ethidium bromide staining. Previously
reported primers were designed and used for the ARNTL,
ARNTL2, AA-NAT, PER2, PER3, CLOCK and NPAS2 variants as
previously described [29]. Details for SNP selection and
genotyping procedures for polymorphisms can be found in
Methods S1.
Statistical Analysis
Phenotypes (outcome variables) from the survey responses were
analyzed using SPSS version 13.0 for Microsoft Windows (SPSS,
Inc., Chicago, IL). The polymorphisms (35 in all, see Table S2)
were analyzed for association with the following phenotypes:
(i) outcome variables associated with/obtained from the typical
schedule chart: work-day sleep duration and midsleep time, free-
day sleep duration and midsleep time (unadjusted and adjusted for
sleep debt), sleep sessions, off-shift sleep phase (corrected for sleep
debt), sleep strategy, total sleep duration, and adaptation, as well as
(ii) outcome variables from the remainder of the survey such as
alcohol, caffeine, likelihood to doze, self-reported chronotype, and
minutes to get out of bed. After covariate selection and careful
quality control, polymorphisms were evaluated for potential
phenotype associations in both single-locus and multi-loci tests
and permutation was used for both regression and GMDR
analyses to determine a family-wise type I error rate of 5%, such
that raw p-values for individual tests of association were considered
significant if they were less than 0.009 (see Methods S1). For
outcome variables derived from the typical schedule part of the
survey, some subjects had completed schedules for both day- and
night-shift. To avoid duplicate genetic data for these subjects, the
entire dataset was analyzed two ways: first, with all shifts included
together (un-stratified) and second, stratified for shift-type during
the analysis of these variables. The strength of this stratification
approach is that it allowed comparison of associations during
different shift environments; however, the weakness of this strategy
is that the overall sample size was decreased, resulting in a loss of
power. Therefore, it is likely that some associations may not have
been detected in our analysis. Moreover, we used the Generalized
Multifactor Dimensionality Reduction (GMDR) method [31] to
evaluate potential multi-locus interactions that predict each
phenotype after adjusting for significant covariates.
Results
Behavioral analyses
The majority of the participants worked either 12-h day-shifts
(n=102) or 12-h night-shifts (n=207; see Table S1 for all shift
types). Nurses were asked to rate how well adapted they felt to
their current (or past) work schedule, and were given several
examples (see Figure S1). Data for shift and age categories
(determined by being younger or older than the median age of 36)
are summarized in Table 1 for minutes to get out of bed,
adaptation to current schedule, caffeine consumption, alcohol
consumption, and qualitative (self-reported) chronotype. We first
confirmed that night-shift nurses reported significantly lower
adaptation to their work schedule than day-shift nurses (p,0.01,
Figure 1A), and contingency analysis of three categories of
adaptation responses revealed that significantly fewer night-shift
nurses reported being well-adjusted to their work schedule than
did day-shift nurses (p,0.01, Figure 1B). Age was significantly
correlated with caffeine consumption (Pearson’s R=0.17,
p,0.01); caffeine consumption did not significantly increase in
day-shift nurses over the median age of 36 (G(2) =1.6, p.0.05)
but did significantly increase in night-shift nurses over age 36 (G(2)
=8.3, p,0.05). Night-shift nurses had significantly later chron-
otypes than did day-shift nurses (t(359) =24.6, p,0.01, see
Figure 1C). In order to investigate what effect the self-reported
chronotype has on adaptation to shift work, we analyzed the
interaction of ‘‘Chronotype X Shift’’ on adaptation levels, and
found a significant interaction between these two factors (p,0.01,
see Figure 1D) such that that earlier chronotypes generally had
higher adaptation scores for day-shift and lower ones for night-
shift, while later chronotypes had intermediate adaptation levels
for both day and night-shifts.
We next determined how adaptation translates to sleep phase,
duration, and the frequency/timing of sleep sessions, by including
two 8 d work schedules in the survey that are typical for shifts at
Vanderbilt Hospital (and many other hospitals) — one for day
shifts and one for night shifts. Nurses were instructed to shade the
hourly boxes in order to indicate the typical times in which they
would sleep and/or nap when working that particular schedule.
(Sample responses are represented in Figure 2A–E). Self-reported
sleep times accurately reflect and are significantly correlated with
ambulatory monitoring such as actigraphy [27,32,33]. We
determined the times of midsleep for a typical work day (Day F)
and free day (Day B) after adjusting for sleep debt (= sleep
deprivation that accumulates over time; calculated as in [28], see
Methods). There were significant main effects of Age and Shift
(p,0.05, Table 2), such that midsleep times were significantly
earlier for older nurses and day-shift nurses; however, there was no
significant Age X Shift interaction (p.0.05, Table 2). Despite these
phase differences, shift type did not affect the duration of sleep on
work days, except for nurses over the median age of 36, where
older night-shift nurses had significantly shorter sleep durations on
work days than younger night-shift nurses (p,0.01, Table 2). This
age dependency for sleep duration was not evident in day-shift
workers. In addition, results of a two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) revealed that shift type did not significantly affect sleep
duration on Free Day B nor on total sleep duration for the entire
Table 1. Nurses responses to survey questions by current
shift and median age.
Night-shift Day-shift
#36 .36 #36 .36
Mean N Mean N Mean N Mean N
Min Out of Bed 13.961.0 118 12.161.1 81 11.961.1 63 10.861.4 71
Adaptation 6.160.2 121 6.260.3 85 7.760.2 68 7.260.3 83
Caffeine
(Drinks/Day)
2.660.2 121 3.560.2 85 2.560.2 68 3.460.4 83
Alcohol
(Drinks/Wk)
1.460.2 118 1.260.3 83 1.760.3 67 1.260.2 82
Chronotype
(self-reported)
3.760.1 121 3.560.2 85 3.060.2 69 2.760.2 84
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.t001
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Free Day B and F(1,455) =0.00, p.0.05 for total sleep duration,
Table 2) despite a significant increase in the number of indicated
sleep sessions (including naps) throughout the 8-d work-cycle for
night-shift nurses as compared to day-shift nurses (p,0.01,
Table 2). For sleep duration on free days and the total work
week, there was a significant main effect of age (p,0.01) but no
significant interactions of shift type with age (p.0.05, Table 2).
Sleep ‘‘strategies’’ predict adaptation to nurse night shift
schedules
The observation that sleep duration is the same between night-
shift and day-shift nurses, but that adaptation is poorer for night-
shift nurses implies that the phasing of sleep relative to the
underlying (and disrupted) circadian oscillator is important for
optimal adaptation. Therefore, it may be that adaptation to night
shift is affected by not only how much sleep the nurses get, but
when they sleep relative to their work episode. Several studies have
indicated that the sleep/wake patterns of simulated shift workers
on days-off can significantly affect night-shift performance
[34,35,36,37]. Here, we distinguished five different sleep strategies
that the Vanderbilt Hospital nurses chose for days-off (represented
in Figure 2A–E). Some nurses chose to stay on night-shift
throughout the week (‘‘Night Stay,’’ Figure 2A). Three strategies
distinguished those who switched completely from nights to days
on days-off. The ‘‘Nap Proxy’’ strategy was used by those nurses
who indicated that they typically nap (longer than one hour) nearly
every day during the time in which they would normally be asleep
when working night-shift (Figure 2B). ‘‘Switch Sleepers’’ switched
from nights to days by using a strictly enforced schedule, but they
Figure 1. Significant effects of work shift and chronotype on adaptation. A) Nurses currently working night-shifts reported significantly
lower adaptation levels than those working day-shifts with responses ranging from ‘‘1’’ (feeling tired all of the time, not enjoying days off, and
unregulated sleep cycles) to ‘‘10’’ (no trouble getting energy back on first days off and sleeping just as well when working as when not working). Bars
represent the mean 6 SEM; t(360) =5.07, p,0.01. B) A significantly larger percentage of night-shift nurses reported intermediate adaptation levels
(corresponding to feeling tired on the first day off and varying sleep patterns) and a smaller percentage reported high adaptation levels compared to
day-shift nurses; contingency analysis, G(2) =13.6, p,0.01. C) Histogram of self-reported chronotype for night-shift nurses (black bars) and day-shift
nurses (white bars). Night-shift nurses had significantly later chronotypes than did day-shift nurses (t(359) =-4.6, p,0.01). D) Adaptation to the current
shiftwassignificantly predictedbyself-reportedchronotype fornight-shift nurses (black circles)andday-shift nurses (whitecircles). Circles anderror bars
represent the mean 6 SEM, and dashed line refers to the significant regression equations for each shift type [Night: R
2=0.04, p,0.01; Day: R
2=0.13,
p,0.01]. These data indicate a significant Chronotype X Shift interaction [Scheirer-Ray-Hare extension of the Kruskal Wallis test, H(6) =31.0, p,0.01].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.g001
Factors That Contribute to Shift-Work Adaptation
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contrast, the ‘‘No Sleep’’ strategy was followed by nurses that
switched between day- and night-shifts by choosing a .24-h
period to stay entirely awake (thereby voluntarily choosing to
deprive themselves of sleep, Figure 2D). A final group switched
half way between days and nights rather than switch entirely to
day-shift on days-off (‘‘Incomplete Switcher,’’ Figure 2E).
The response rate and chronotype distribution for each strategy is
depicted in Figure 3A. The most common strategy was the Switch
Sleeper strategy (,50%), with the second most common strategy being
No Sleep (,25%). Previous reports did not prepare us for the
observation that fully 1 out of 4 night-shift nurses chose to switch
between days and nights via a .24-h sleep deprivation period (the No
Sleep strategy). In our sample, the sleep deprivation commonly
occurred just before the first work day, which could impair
performance and alertness on the job. While strategy types did not
differ with regard to sex or schedule rotation, the strategy types did
differ in terms of nurses’ age, years of experience, children in the home,
and chronotype (see Table 3 for descriptive and inferential statistics).
Generally, Incomplete Switchers had the latest chronotypes, while the
Sleep Switchers and No Sleep nurses had significantly earlier
chronotypes compared to the Incomplete Switchers (see Figure 3,
panel A). In addition, older and more experienced nurses were more
likely to choose the No Sleep strategy or Night Stay strategies, while
nurses with children at home were less likely to be an Incomplete
switcher and more likely to choose the No Sleep strategy.
In order to quantify which strategy was associated with the best
adaptation for shift work, we selected the nurses who were
currently working night-shift and performed a multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) using multiple variables that
could be indicative of adaptation. We also excluded the Night Stay
strategy due to the low frequency of this strategy type (N=7/295).
Figure 2. Representative sleep schedules for typical night-shift schedules. Nurses were instructed to shade the time boxes for any time in
which they would sleep,including any naps for only the schedules they hadactually experienced. Some nurses hadexperienced both night-shift or day-
shift and they completed both work-week schedules, but most nurses completed only one of the schedules. Each column is one 24-h period beginning
at 12:00am, and each box represents 30-min. Gray shaded area refers to the night-shift work schedule (7:00pm to 7:00am for the typical night-shift
schedule at Vanderbilt Hospital). Red shaded areas represent typical responses for sleep time in the surveys. These responses were categorized into five
strategy types: A) Night Stay: Continued to sleep regularly in the daytime on or off shift; B) Nap Proxy (NP): On days off, they nap (longer than one
hour) on at least four out of the five days off during the time in which they would normally be asleep when working night-shift; C) Switch Sleepers
(SS): Switchfrom nightsto days by using a strictly enforced schedule, but theydo not give up any sleep in order to do so (i.e., they sleep late on the day
they will start night-shift work); D) No Sleep (NS): Switch from days to nights and vice versa by choosing a.24-hr period to stay awake entirely;
E) Incomplete Switcher (IS): Switched half-way between days and nights; F) Post hoc analysis of significant MANOVA for strategy type [F(12, 558)
=1.8, Pillai’s Trace=0.11, p,0.05] of nurses who were currently working night shift and did not choose the Night Stay strategy. Significant univariate
analysis revealed a significantly greater percentage of nurses (within Strategy Type) falling into the ‘‘Not Well’’ Adapted category (G(3) =8.7, p,0.05).
Frequencies of nurses who reported being ‘‘Not Well’’ Adapted (for each group from left to right): 3/27, 8/92, 10/46, and 1/31.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.g002
Factors That Contribute to Shift-Work Adaptation
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number of caffeine beverages consumed/day, and self-reported
adaptation level (MANOVA, p,0.05). Further univariate post hoc
analysis revealed that nurses adopting the No Sleep strategy
resulted in significantly lower adaptation levels (5.5860.39
compared to 6.1160.16, p,0.05) – nearly 25% of No Sleepers
reported being ‘‘not well adapted’’ compared to ,3–10% of the
nurses choosing one of the other switching strategies (p,0.05; see
Figure 2F). Moreover, the Nap Proxy nurses consumed signifi-
cantly more caffeine (p,0.01; Figure 3, panel B) and were more
likely to doze during sedentary activity along with No Sleep nurses
(p,0.05; see Figure 3, panel C). There were no significant
strategy-specific effects on the number of minutes to get out of bed
(p.0.05).
Gene/Environment Interactions: Circadian genotype/
phenotype associations depend on shift-work
environment
In addition to the social factors described above, we investigated
whether the environment (of shift work) could combine with
genetic variation to potentially influence the adaptation of nurses
to their schedules (for review, see [38]). The specific clock gene
variants studied here were previously identified to be common
polymorphisms in clock genes using a candidate gene approach
[29](see Methods S1). While the overall contribution of rare versus
common polymorphisms to trait variation is unknown for the traits
of interest in the current study, a candidate gene approach looking
for predictive common variation was performed based on the key
advantages of this tactic such as high power, ability to generalize,
and previous successes of such an approach.
Single-locus associations. Significant single locus associa-
tions with phenotypes were identified within the NPAS2 and PER3
genes. First, alcohol consumption was significantly associated with
the NPAS2.5 SNP. Regardless of current shift type, nurses with
the GG genotype for this SNP had higher average weekly alcohol
intake than those carrying AG or AA (corrected p,0.05; Figure 4A).
Second, a nonsynonymous, exonic SNP within the PER3 gene
(PER3.1) significantly predicted caffeine consumption for both
day- and night-shifts, with TC heterozygotes reporting higher daily
caffeine use compared to CC homozygotes (corrected p,0.05;
Table 2. Sleep phase, duration, and the frequency/timing of sleep sessions from typical shift schedules.
Night-shift Day-shift
#36 .36 #36 .36
Mean N Mean N Mean N Mean N
Midsleep Time (Work) 12:136:03 156 12:166:05 133 01:336:04 76 01:286:04 92
Midsleep Time (Free) Adj 04:226:11 156 03:196:12 133
**,{ 02:516:07 76 02:196:05 92
Duration (h) - Freeday B 9.4860.14 156 8.8260.15 133
** 9.3860.15 76 8.8260.16 92
Duration (h) - Workday E 7.4660.12 156 6.8060.13 133
* 7.2860.11 76 7.0860.10 92
Sleep Sessions (#/week) 9.2360.13 156 9.3660.18 133
{ 8.6460.17 76 8.5560.14 92
Total Duration (h/week) 70.1560.75 156 64.3260.92 133
** 69.5160.90 76 65.5060.98 92
Adaptation 5.9560.18 132 5.9660.27 106 7.7360.27 60 7.4560.29 65
Values represent mean 6 SEM for two age groups (#36 and.36). Adj – adjusted for sleep debt (see Methods).
*Significantly different from younger night-shift nurses, Kruskal Wallis x
2(3) =20.5, Tamhane’s posthoc, p,0.01.
**Significant main effect of age: adjusted midsleep on freedays, Scheirer-Ray-Hare extension of the Kruskal Wallis test, H(1) =33.0, p,0.01; sleep duration on freedays,
ANOVA, F(1,457) =7.9, p,0.01; and Total Duration, ANOVA, F(1,455) =16.4, p,0.01.
{Significantly different from day-shift nurses, regardless of age: adjusted midsleep on freedays, Scheirer-Ray-Hare extension of the Kruskal Wallis test, H(1) =45.4,
p,0.01; Work offset – Sleep onset difference, ANOVA, F(1,452) =272.5, p,0.01; Sleep sessions, Mann-Whitney U=18,110, p,0.01.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.t002
Figure 3. Post hoc analyses of significant MANOVA for strategy type. A) Chronotype distribution for Strategy subtypes: Bars represent the
response rate for each strategy type and the colors represent chronotype, where the colored areas within each bar correspond to the percentages of
nurses with that chronotype within the strategy type (Total N=295). Red=early (scoring 1–2); blue=intermediate (scoring 3–4); green=late (scoring
5–6). Panels B,C: Univariate analysis of nurses who were currently working night shift and did not choose the Night Stay strategy (the Night Stay
group was excluded due to its small sample size) revealed significant effects of age-adjusted Caffeine consumption (panel B; contrast comparisons
against the mean, p,0.01) and percentage (within Strategy Type) falling into the moderate to high likelihood to doze category (panel C; G(3) =8.6,
p,0.05). See also Table 2 for sleep strategy descriptives.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.g003
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decreased likelihood to doze. Specifically, GG homozygotes for
the NPAS2.5 SNP in NPAS2 and GG homozygotes for the PER3.7
exonic SNP in PER3 were more likely to report slight or no chance
of dozing during sedentary activity, even for nurses working night-
shift (corrected p,0.05, Figure 4C,D). However, these two SNPs
did not synergistically interact to predict likelihood to doze (see
Table 3).
Gene-Environment interactions. The significant single
locus, genotype-phenotype associations presented thus far were
detected from the un-stratified dataset and did not take into account
shift-type. However, it is clear that environment not only contributes
to but also interacts with genetics to influence behavior (for review,
see[39]).Inthecaseofthisstudy,day-vs.night-shiftiseffectivelytwo
alternativeenvironmentstowhichforthebiologicalclockattemptsto
entrain, and we therefore sought to identify any gene-by-
environment interactions by stratifying the data-set by shift-type.
Two SNPs, one in PER2 and one in NPAS2, were significantly
associated with variables obtained from the typical schedule and
were specific to either day-shift or night-shift. For example, the total
duration of sleep for the entire schedule was more likely to be above
the mean for GA heterozygote nurses on day-shift than GG
homozygotes at the PER2.4 locus of PER2 (p,0.009, Figure 4E),
butnotfornight-shiftnurses.TheNPAS2.4SNPwasassociatedwith
off-shift sleep phase (corrected for sleep debt; as in [28], see
Methods). In general, sleep phase on free days was earlier for day-
shift and later for night-shift (Table 2). However, day-shift nurses
carrying TT for the NPAS2.4 SNP were more likely to have a later
off-shift sleep phase (corrected for sleep debt) than those carrying CT
or CC (p,0.009, Figure 4F). For CT or CC genotypes, the percentage
oflate chronotype nurseswashigherfornight-shiftthanforday-shift,
but the percentage of late-chronotype TT homozygotes did not
increase on night-shift compared to day-shift.
For some genotypes, certain sleep strategies were more or less
beneficial based on self-reported adaptation levels. Here, our
results provide suggestive evidence that some genotypes adapt
more poorly when sleep deprivation is used to switch from days to
nights and vice versa, but that this same strategy enhances
adaptation for other genotypes. Specifically, we examined
adaptation levels of the two most common strategies (Switch
sleepers and No Sleep) and found significant Genotype X Strategy
interactions for four polymorphisms (NPAS2.5, PER3.1, PER3.3,
and PER3.6) using univariate analyses (two-way ANOVA; see
Figure 5). Thus, genotype is an important consideration when shift
workers adopt a strategy for adjustment to the night-shift schedule.
Multi-locus associations. In addition to considering the
influence of environment (including social/workplace factors) on
clock-related phenotypes in our nurse population, we also set out
to test whether multi-locus genetic effects (either intra- or inter-
genic) will interact to influence the behaviors we studied herein.
We used the Generalized Multifactor Dimensionality Reduction
(GMDR) method [31] to evaluate potential multi-locus intera-
ctions that predict each phenotype (after adjusting for significant
covariates). Table 4 gives a summary of the significant results for
models that had a testing accuracy over 0.591 (permutation
p,0.05). Caffeine consumption, likelihood to doze, sleep duration
on free days, minutes to get out of bed, off-shift sleep phase
(corrected for sleep debt) and total work-week sleep duration were
significantly predicted by SNP-SNP interactions. It is important to
note that these multi-locus interactions were specific to shift type.
The highest cross validation consistency (CVC) observed (4/5)
were for multi-locus models that predicted sleep duration on free
days (day-shifters only), minutes to get out of bed (night-shifters
only), and off-shift sleep phase (corrected for sleep debt - day-
shifters only). The MTNR1B.1 SNP in MTNR1B and the PER3.6
polymorphism in PER3 interacted to predict sleep duration on
days-off for those that work day-shift. Longer sleep duration on
days off was associated with the combined effect of one allele of the
rare variant in MTNR1B.1 and heterozygosity at the PER3.6
locus. In addition, AA-NAT.2 and PER3.6 jointly conferred off-
shift sleep phase (corrected for sleep debt) for day-shifters such that
carriers of the rare variant in AA-NAT.2 along with four repeats of
PER3.6 on both alleles were more likely to have an earlier off-shift
phase when on day shift. SNPs in four genes (AA-NAT.1,
MTNR1B.2, CLOCK.2, and NPAS2.3) synergistically predicted
the number of minutes necessary for night-shifters to get out of
bed. Specifically, carriers with one or two alleles of the rare variant
in NPAS2.3 but the common variant in each of the other three
polymorphisms were associated with a reduction in the number of
minutes to get out of bed (sleep inertia) when on night shift.
Interestingly, almost all of these SNPs implicated in the multi-locus
associations did not emerge in the single-locus analyses, which
underscores the potential value of considering polygenic
influences.
Discussion
According to the National Sleep Foundation 2008 poll, ,7% of
American workers are shift workers [40]. Previous research has
associated shift work with an increased risk of developing
Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Strategy Types.
Night Stay Nap Proxy Switch Sleepers No Sleep
Incomplete
Switcher
Age 39.163.9 34.361.4 35.260.9 40.561.3 32.862.0
Years of Shift Experience 3.260.2 2.460.3 2.760.1 3.360.2 2.660.3
Number of Children in Home 0.360.7 0.660.1 0.460.0 0.660.1 0.260.1
Chronotype 3.960.8 3.760.3 3.360.1 3.161.2 4.560.2
Notes: Numbers are means 6 SEM. Strategy Type significantly predicted self-reported chronotype, such that Incomplete Switchers had the latest chronotypes, while the
Sleep Switchers and No Sleep nurses had significantly earlier chronotypes compared to the Incomplete Switchers (Kruskal-Wallis, x
2(4) =20.9, p,0.01, Tamhane’s post
hoc comparisons, p,0.01). Strategy Type significantly predicted age with older and more experienced nurses more likely to choose the No Sleep strategy or Night Stay
strategies (ANOVA, F(4,286) =4.5, p,0.01; Tukey’s HSD, p,0.05). There was a significant effect of Strategy Type on Years of Experience (ANOVA, F(4,226) =2.4, p,0.05),
such that experienced nurses were more likely to choose the No Sleep strategy than the Nap Proxy, No Sleep, or Incomplete Switcher strategies (p,0.05). Nurses with
children at home were less likely to be an Incomplete switcher and more likely to choose the No Sleep strategy (G(4) =21.0, p,0.05). Nearly a third (29%) of nurses with
children in the home chose No Sleep compared to one-fifth of the nurses without children in the home. Only 4% of nurses with children in the home were Incomplete
Switchers compared to 18.2% of nurses without children in the home.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.t003
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depression, and cancer [1,2,3,4], it is not surprising that nurses in
the present study do not adapt as well to a night-shift hospital
schedule as to a day-shift. Shift work in hospital nurses is a
particularly demanding example of shift-work disruption because
(i) the shifts change from on to off so frequently and (ii) most night-
shift nurses strive to flip immediately back to day-activity/night-
sleep on days-off. This conclusion is especially valid for hospital
nurses, since one out of four hospital nurses of all shift types report
being excessively sleepy [41]. Night shift work within this
population is associated with increased drug administration errors
[41]. Furthermore, the long 12-h nurse shifts common in hospitals
in the United States is potentially problematic, as suggested by an
increased risk of patient mortality in hospitals with longer nurse
work hours [42]. It is therefore not surprising that nurses in the
present study did not adapt as well to a night-shift hospital
schedule as to a day-shift. However, the underlying causes of this
maladaptation that could become interventional targets are
Figure 4. Circadian clock gene SNPs significantly associated with phenotypes. (A–D) Significant single-locus associations with alcohol and
caffeine consumption and likelihood to doze (p,0.009) were identified via regression analysis. The following contingency plots graphically depict
these associations: (A) an intronic SNP (NPAS2.5) in NPAS2 predicted alcohol consumption independent of current shift type, R
2=0.08, p,0.009.
(B) A SNP in exon 17 (PER3.3) of PER3 predicted caffeine consumption for both day- and night-shifters (covariates: age and children at home,
R
2=0.15, p,0.009). (C) An intronic SNP (NPAS2.5) in NPAS2 predicted the likelihood to doze for both shift types, R
2=0.08, p,0.009. ‘‘Low’’ refers to
zero or slight chance of dozing and ‘‘High’’ refers to a moderate or high chance of dozing (see Question 10 in Figure S1); (D) the PER3.7 SNP predicted
likelihood to doze independent of current shift type, R
2=0.10, p,0.009. (E,F) Two gene SNPs were significantly associated with variables obtained
from the typical schedule (p,0.009). (E) Using age and children at home as covariates, total duration of sleep for the work-cycle was significantly
associated with PER2.4 (covariates: age and children at home, R
2=0.09, p,0.009). Graph depicts the percentage of nurses within each genotype with
sleep durations that fell above or below the mean for all nurses (67.3). This association was only significant for day-shift nurses. (F) Off-shift sleep
phase (corrected for sleep debt as in [10]) was significantly associated with an NPAS2.4, R
2=0.09, p,0.009. Graph depicts the percentage of day- and
night-shift nurses (within each genotype) that had off-shift sleep phases that were early (lower 33%, with a mid-sleep time,3.0) or late (upper 33%,
with a mid-sleep time.4.0). All panels: numbers in parentheses below each bar indicate the number of cases with that genotype.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.g004
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and newly defined sleep strategies contribute to adaptation to shift
work. In addition, genotype is associated with caffeine consump-
tion, chronotype, sleepiness, sleep inertia and sleep duration;
however, some of these associations are dependent upon the
‘‘environment’’ of working shift.
Only a few studies have examined the influence of chronotype
on the ability to cope with shift work schedules, and the results
have been inconsistent. In rapidly rotating shift workers, morning
(early) chronotypes were correlated with increased night-time
drowsiness or chronic fatigue, while evening (late) chronotypes
have been associated with better day-time sleep; however, day-shift
versus night-shift comparisons were not made in these studies
[43,44]. Self-reported work performance is significantly predicted
by whether a non-day-shift medical facility worker reports being
either a ‘‘morning’’ or an ‘‘evening’’ type [45]. On the other hand,
a more focused sample of nurses found that evening types were
more likely to report sleep problems for day shift but there were no
effects of chronotype for night shift [46]. In our sample of nurses,
‘‘adaptation’’ referred to levels of fatigue and regularity of sleep
patterns (Figure S1). We found that earlier chronotypes (‘‘larks’’)
had higher adaptation scores for day-shift and lower ones for
night-shift, while later chronotypes (‘‘owls’’) had intermediate
adaptation levels for both day and night shift. This result might be
explained by a discrepancy between environmentally- imposed
rest-activity cycles and the endogenous circadian clock
[10,47,48,49,50,51]. Therefore, the biggest discrepancies would
be for larks working night-shift, with practically zero discrepancy
for larks on day-shift. On the other hand, because owls have an
intermediate biological time, there would be a smaller discrepancy
for owls working night-shift or day-shift. Our results support this
hypothesis as indicated by the regression lines for day-shift and
night-shift converging at a late chronotype (,4.5) rather than
crossing at the middle chronotype of ,3 (Figure 1D). Further, our
Figure 5. The effect of strategy on self-reported adaptation depends on genotype. Significant Strategy X Genotype interactions for the
two most common strategies (Switch Sleepers and No Sleep) were identified by two-way ANOVA. Significant results were not corrected for multiple
testing of polymorphisms due to the low sample size. Polymorphisms with significant interactions and corresponding F statistics were: (A) NPAS2.5 in
NPAS2, F(2,151) =3.4, p=0.04; (B) PER3.1 in PER3, F(1,157) =5.0, p=0.03; (C) PER3.3 in PER3, F(1,156) =4.7, p=0.03; (D) and PER3.6 in PER3, F(2,146)
=3.2, p=0.04 (D). Circles and error bars represent the mean and SEM, and sample size for each genotype is listed under the corresponding circle.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.g005
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variance in adaptation of night shift nurses compared to day shift
nurses may explain why chronotype was unable to predict sleep
problems in night shift workers in Newey et al [46].
A unique contribution of this study to the current shift work
literature is the characterization of off-shift behavioral sleep
strategies. Of the five strategies defined, we found that nurses who
utilize sleep deprivation as a means to shift back to nocturnal sleep
on days off (the ‘‘No Sleep’’ strategy) were the most poorly
adapted, and that older and more experienced nurses were more
likely to choose this strategy. Interestingly, ,86% of larks chose to
switch back to nocturnal sleep on days-off, and just over 1/3 of
them chose the ‘‘No Sleep’’ strategy. The importance of nurses’
work to general health is exemplified by the findings that over a
quarter of hospital nurses suffer from excessive day-time sleepiness
and that night-shift work is significantly associated with increased
incidence of drug administration errors [41]. Our data provide
evidence that arduous shift schedules which fragment the weekly
sleep/wake patterns are detrimental to nurses’ adaptation and
possibly to their performance & alertness, which is likely to be
necessary for good patient care.
Another putative contributing factor to shift work adjustment is
the endogenous molecular clock mechanism. The 24-h timing of
the molecular clock is orchestrated by an autoregulatory
transcription/translation feedback loop composed of proteins
encoded by the CLOCK, NPAS2, BMAL1/2, PER, and CRY genes
[52,53,54,55]. In our sample of nurses, a number of single-locus
associations were observed. For example, two SNPs in NPAS2 were
associated with decreased likelihood to doze during the active
period (Figure 4C) or later off-shift sleep phase (after correction for
sleep debt) for day-shift nurses only (Figure 4F). Under night shift
conditions, sleep phase may be sufficiently delayed for all
genotypes such that the genotype-sleep phase association was
not detected. In addition, polymorphisms in the hPER genes
showed several associations in our study. For example, the well-
studied coding-region variable number tandem repeat (VNTR)
polymorphism in PER3 (PER3.6) has been associated with
morningness, delayed sleep phase syndrome, disrupted sleep
architecture, and compromised cognitive performance
[24,56,57,58,59,60] but see also [61]. Those results suggested that
genotype may confer an increased risk for medical professionals
who routinely undergo sleep deprivation in order to meet work
schedule demands [62], but our results suggest, in contrast, that
nurses with five repeats of the PER3.6 polymorphism exhibit
better adaptation when sleep deprivation was used as a strategy
rather than long bouts of sleep (Figure 5D). Two additional SNPs
in the PER3 gene were linked in single-locus models to increased
caffeine consumption in night-shift nurses only and decreased
likelihood to doze in both shift types. Interestingly, one of these
SNPs (PER3.7, aka rs10462021) was recently associated with
greater daily sleep duration in a South Tyrolean population [63].
In addition to PER3, we found that a PER2 SNP was associated
with a day shift-specific lengthening of sleep duration over the 8-d
work-cycle (Figure 4E). Validation of these results in independent
samples and further functional studies are necessary to determine
the reliability and precise role of these genetic variants on protein
function and whether these changes ultimately affect circadian
entrainment.
Human geneticists increasingly appreciate that most complex
traits that have a genetic component are influenced not by just a
single locus, but by complicated gene-gene interactions [64]. Our
study is the first to analyze multi-locus effects for clock gene
polymorphisms, and we found a number of significant gene-gene
interactions (Table 4). For example, a SNP in the CLOCK gene
(CLOCK.2, aka rs1801260) has been significantly associated with
delayed sleep onset, reduced sleep, and insomnia [26,65], and in
our sample, this SNP was part of a multi-locus model that
significantly predicted the number of minutes to get out of bed
(sleep inertia) specifically for night shift nurses (Table 4). In
addition, PER3.6 was part of two two-gene models that
significantly conferred off-shift sleep phase (corrected for sleep
debt) and off-shift sleep duration, respectively, in day-shift nurses
(see Table 4).
This study of nurses on day- vs. night-shift provides a key
example of how an environmental ‘‘stress’’ to the temporal
organization of physiology and metabolism can have behavioral
Table 4. Significant* multigenic models, testing accuracies, and cross-validation consistencies, identified by Generalized
Multifactor Dimensionality Reduction (GMDR).
Shift Outcome Variable Model Testing Accuracy CVC
Day Sleep Dur, Free Days MTNR1B.1, PER3.6 0.60 4/5
Night Min to get Out of Bed AA-NAT.1, MTNR1B.2, CLOCK.2, NPAS2.3 0.65 4/5
Day Quant. Chronotype PER3.6, AA-NAT.2 0.62 4/5
Day Sleep Dur, Free Days AA-NAT.1, MTNR1B.3, PER3.6 0.61 3/5
Day Min to get Out of Bed CLOCK.2, AA-NAT.2 0.62 3/5
Day Min to get Out of Bed CLOCK.2, AA-NAT.2, NPAS2.1 0.62 3/5
Day Caffeine ARNTL2.5, CLOCK.2 0.62 2/5
Day Caffeine AA-NAT.1, CLOCK.2, PER3.6, ARNTL2.6 0.67 2/5
Day Likelihood to Doze AA-NAT.1, NPAS2.5 0.63 2/5
Day Likelihood to Doze PER3.6, AA-NAT.2, NPAS2.3, ARNTL2.6 0.63 2/5
Day Min to get Out of Bed AA-NAT.1, NPAS2.5, CLOCK.2, NPAS2.1 0.61 2/5
Day Total Sleep Dur MTNR1B.1, NPAS2.4, CLOCK.2 0.60 2/5
Day Total Sleep Dur CLOCK.2, PER3.6, AA-NAT.2, NPAS2.3 0.59 2/5
Day Sleep Dur, Free Days MTNR1B.1, NPAS2.4, CLOCK.2, PER3.6 0.62 1/5
*Multigenic models were considered significant if the testing testing accuracy was greater than 0.591 (permutation p,0.05).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018395.t004
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other systems, genotype (e.g., polymorphisms in the serotonin
transporter gene, cannabinoid receptor 1, or catechol-O-methyl-
transferase) can significantly influence behavior such as depression,
suicide attempts, hazardous drinking, and posttraumatic stress
disorder, but only after an increased number of stressful life events
or high traumatic load [71,72,73,74]. These gene X environment
interactions suggest that there is a genetic risk for developing
anxiety and mood disorders, but only under stressful environmen-
tal conditions. The present results indicate a genetic risk for high
caffeine consumption, excessive sleepiness, and longer weekly sleep
duration, but only under shift-specific environments. For these
night-shift specific associations, genetic influence on behavior may
have been revealed by perturbation of the circadian system, as
evidenced by the significant multi-locus model predicting the
number of minutes to get out of bed. For day-shift specific
associations, genetic influence on behavior may have been masked
under night-shift conditions by the accompanying sleep distur-
bances and circadian misalignment. Thus, the present study has
shown that circadian disruptions can act as environmental
stressors to influence genetic risk. Specifically, chronotype, sleep
strategy, and genotype interact to affect the ability of the circadian
system to adjust to an environment that switches frequently and/
or irregularly between different schedules based on the light-dark
cycle and social/workplace time.
Our results also have health-policy implications. The ethical
principles of nonmaleficence and beneficence prescribe that
patients should be treated by health-care professionals who are
not suffering from sleep deprivation. As in the case of residents
working 30-consecutive hour shifts [62], sleep-deprived nurses
might not be functioning at their highest capability [41]. At the
very least, our studies of sleep strategy suggest that nurses should
be informed that they should avoid sleep deprivation in
anticipation of working the night shift (as in the ‘‘No Sleep’’
strategy). However, a more responsible approach would entail a
re-evaluation of nurse schedule towards the possible reduction in
the frequency of switching sleep schedules (as by staying more days
on night-shift at a time followed by more days off) and/or
reduction of the duration of night/evening shifts (e.g., 8 h instead
of 12 h). Such a re-evaluation of 30-consecutive hour shifts for
medical residents is underway [62].
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Figure S1 Sample survey administered to nurses. The
survey used in this study was based on The Munich Chronotype
Questionnaire (MCQ; [27], which is used to assess chronotype by
determining the mid-sleep time on days off. Because this method
has not been used for shift workers, the MCQ was modified.
Specifically, questions 14-19 and the self-assessment questionnaire
were taken directly from the MCQ. In an effort to obtain more
detailed information about sleep schedules on work days and free
days, our survey included a typical schedule commonly used by
Vanderbilt University Medical Center in which the nurses were
instructed to shade in the 30-min time blocks in which they would
normally be sleeping, including any naps. Some nurses had
previous experience with similar shift schedules and could
remember their sleep habits, and in those cases, the nurses filled
out two schedules, one for nights and one for days, resulting in a
total of 467 completed schedules. Of these, 88% either currently or
previously worked a 7:00am/pm 12-h shift schedule.
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